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Mapping the Distribution of Conformational Information
Throughout a Protein Sequence
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The three-dimensional structure of protein is encoded in the sequence, but
manyamino acid residues carrynoessential conformational information, and
the identity of those that are structure-determining is elusive. By circular
permutation and terminal deletion, we produced and purified 25 Bacillus
licheniformis b-lactamase (ESBL) variants that lack 5–21 contiguous residues
each, and collectively have 82% of the sequence and 92% of the non-local
atom–atom contacts eliminated. Circular dichroism and size-exclusion
chromatography showed that most of the variants form conformationally
heterogeneousmixtures, but bymeasuring catalytic constants, we found that
all populate, to a greater or lesser extent, conformations with the essential
featuresof thenative fold.This suggests thatnosegmentof theESBLsequence
is essential to the structure as awhole,which is congruentwith the notion that
local information and modular organization can impart most of the tertiary
fold specificity and cooperativity.
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Introduction

The conformation of a protein is encoded in the
sequence,1 and unraveling the folding code has
become one of the greatest challenges to contem-
porary science. A major difficulty in solving this
problem is the lack of obvious correspondence
between sequence and three-dimensional structure:
proteins tolerate a surprisingly large number of
mutations;2–8 there are several examples of
non-homologous proteins belonging to the same
structural class;9 proteins with highly similar
sequence but different fold have been created;10

and identical sequences of 8–11 residues adopt
different structures in different proteins.11,12

To elucidate the logic of folding it is necessary to
establish if there are structure-determining sequence
positions.However, even thoughsequencehomology
is the most powerful predictor of tertiary structure,
exhaustive examination of natural and experimen-
tally mutated proteins has so far failed to identify
lsevier Ltd. All rights reserve
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chromatography.
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prototypic sequence signatures characteristic of each
kind of protein fold.With respect to this, the evidence
suggests that the amino acid alphabet may be
simplified,8 and even simple patterns of hydrophobic
and hydrophilic residues may promote native-like
folding and efficient core packing.13 Furthermore,
many residues may carry no global conformational
information, as can be concluded from statistical
analyses,14 and the observation that some protein
fragments do achieve native-like folds.15–25

With the above considerations in mind, we
devised an experimental procedure for the identifi-
cation of sequence segments that may carry essential
conformational information. The procedure, which is
a refinement and extension of our previouswork,25,26

involves terminal truncation of circularly permuted
proteins. The approach allows sliding a deletion
window along the chain, and the resulting abridged
variants reveal the structural consequences of
lacking specific parts of the sequence. Unlike
conventional site-specific mutagenesis, this segmen-
tal deletion can be used to switch off interactions
involving main chain atoms.

As a proof of principle, we performed segmental
deletion on the two-domain, 264-residue protein
Bacillus licheniformis b-lactamase27 (ESBL; Figure 1).
The first domain, which is made of middle-chain
residues, exhibits a central a-helix surrounded by a
d.



Figure 1. Molecular model of ESBL. The a and aCb
domains are shown in green and blue, respectively. The
residues that participate in catalysis are indicated. The
Figure was prepared using Swiss-PDBViewer (http://
www.expasy.org/spdbv/) and POV-Raye (http://www.
povray.org/).
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and 310 helices. The second domain contains a five-
stranded, antiparallel b-sheet plus the N and
C-terminal a-helices. The general folding properties
of ESBL have been characterized.25,28

A total of 25 ESBL variants carrying deletions that
cover almost the entire sequence were prepared and
purified. In vitro enzymic activity was found to be a
convenient probe for the detection of native-like
structure in the presence of vast amounts of
misfolded protein. Circular dichroism (CD) spec-
troscopy and hydrodynamic techniqueswere used as
complements to further assess the structural con-
sequences of the deletions. Contrary to expectation,
the results suggest that no part of ESBL sequence
carries essential conformational information. This
finding is best explainedby aperspective offolding in
which the amino acid positions are only locally
coupled and the protein matrix is built by the
assembly of self-organizing modules.
Results
Expression and global properties of ESBL
deletion variants

Combining circular permutation and terminal
deletion, we produced ESBL variants lacking
Figure 2. Sequence coverage. Bars encompass the residues d
by Ambler.56 Asterisks show catalytically important residues
fragments of 5–21 residues along the sequence up
to a formal coverage of 82% of the residues (Figure 2;
the nomenclature of ESBL variants is explained in
Table 1). To represent the structural consequences of
the deletions, all contacts between residues sepa-
rated in sequence by four or more positions were
calculated from the crystallographic model (PDB
entry 4blm). With a 4.5 Å cutoff, there are 2897
atom–atom contacts involving 536 residue–residue
interactions. The distribution of contacts removed
by each truncation is shown in Figure 3. Typically,
in the network of tertiary contacts, each mutant
lacks one node that ramifies to three to five elements
of distant tertiary structure and establishes more
than 100 atom–atom contacts. Summing over all the
variants, 92% of the non-local atom–atom contacts
were removed.
The ESBL variants could be expressed with good

yields (10–300 mg/l of culture) and purified to
homogeneity. In roughly half of the cases, signifi-
cant amounts of insoluble product accumulated.
Interestingly, the variants with deletions involving
the first 37 or the last 41 amino acid positions were
the most insoluble.
In the far-UV region, nearly all ESBL variants

exhibit CD spectra with native-like shape and
moderate variations in signal intensity likely to
arise from the intrinsic contribution of the deleted
residues to the native signal (Figure 4).
Cp276\282, the only exception to this trend,
shows a spectrum suggestive of a large change
in secondary structure. In the near-UV, the
changes between mutants are more conspicuous:
cp64, cp255, and cp267\276, have CD spectra
with native-like shape and intensity, several have
native-like shapes but decreased intensities; and
nearly half show spectra with little or no
structure.
The optical results show that the average

secondary structure content of ESBL is remarkably
resistant to segmental deletion. In contrast, the
average tertiary structure of most ESBL variants
was disrupted significantly, which is consistent
with the observed tendency of this protein to
populate partially folded states.25,28

Molecular size and aggregation state analysis by
size-exclusion chromatography (SEC) also revealed
dissimilar behaviors: six variants are exclusively
monomeric and as compact as the wild-type protein
(cp217\226, cp163\178, cp227\231, cp267\276,
cp64, cp255); four yield compact monomeric species
along with different amounts of aggregates and
expanded monomers (cp78\86, cp96\116,
eleted in each ESBL variant. Numbering is that proposed
.
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Table 1. Catalytic parameters of ESBL variants

Variant Deletion (residues) kcat
a (sK1) Km (M) kcat/Km (sK1 MK1)

cp43\47b 5 5.9!100 2.5!10K4 2.4!104

cp53\63 10 1.9!100 4.2!10K4 4.5!103

cp78\86 7 1.2!101 3.4!10K4 3.5!104

cp86\95 10 9.0!10K2 1.4!10K4 6.4!102

cp96\116 21 1.9!102 2.6!10K4 7.3!105

cp120\129 10 2.8!100 3.0!10K4 9.3!103

cp133\144 12 9.0!10K2 2.8!10K4 3.2!102

cp145\153 9 2.2!10K2 1.2!10K4 1.8!102

cp154\162 9 4.0!10K2 5.9!10K4 6.8!101

cp163\178 16 1.7!10K1 2.0!10K4 8.5!102

cp181\188 8 1.8!100 4.8!10K4 3.8!103

cp181\195 15 5.0!10K2 8.0!10K5 6.2!102

cp189\195 7 2.5!10K1 2.3!10K4 1.1!103

cp201\212 12 6.6!100 2.6!10K4 2.5!104

cp217\226 10 1.1!101 1.9!10K3 5.8!103

cp227\231 5 4.0!101 4.0!10K4 1.0!105

cp236\245 9 3.0!10K2 3.2!10K4 9.4!101

cp251\258 7 7.0!100 1.6!10K4 4.4!104

cp255\266 12 7.8!100 2.2!10K4 3.5!104

cp267\276 10 3.7!102 1.2!10K4 3.1!106

cp276\282 7 1.2!100 1.9!10K4 6.3!103

D27\40 14 2.8!102 1.8!10K4 1.6!106

D287\295 9 5.0!102 1.6!10K4 3.1!106

D282\295 14 1.5!10K1 3.0!10K4 5.0!102

D277\295 19 9.5!10K2 2.5!10K4 3.8!102

cp64 0 1.4!103 9.0!10K5 1.6!107

cp255 0 2.5!103 1.2!10K4 2.1!107

Wild-type 0 2.4!103 1.3!10K4 1.8!107

a Averages of two, three or four independent measurements are reported. The standard deviation of kcat and Km was !20%.
b ESBL variants names are as follows: the prefix cp indicates circular permutation; D is used for abridged variants with wild-type

connectivity; two numbers separated by\identify the N and C terminus of the removed sequences; single numbers are used to identify
the new N terminus of full-length, circularly permuted variants; amino acid numbering is the consensus for class A b-lactamases.56
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cp236\245, D287\295), and the remaining populate
dimeric and aggregated states only (not shown).

The specific effects of the pentaglycine connection
between residues 27 and 295 on ESBL conformation
were assessed by examining cp64 and cp255.
Judging from the SEC and CD data, the confor-
mation of these two full-length, circularly permuted
variants is identical with that of the wild-type
protein. This was confirmed by the catalytic
parameters (Table 1). Thus, the common penta-
glycine connection per se does not alter the fold of
ESBL significantly and can be considered neutral as
regards to conformational information.

Optical and hydrodynamic data concurrently
show that the abridged variants tend to form
complex mixtures in which altered conformations
predominate. Therefore, to assess whether they
retain the capacity to fold to native-like states, we
resorted to a more sensitive and specific probe.
Catalysis as a probe for native folding

Catalysis depends strongly on conformational
details,29 and inactivation precedes or accompanies
early conformational changes during protein
unfolding.30 Moreover, catalytic activity can moni-
tor folding with very high levels of sensitivity and
specificity because the signal proceeds only from
the native conformation. This makes feasible the
detection of traces of native fold in preparations
containing large amounts of unfolded and/or
misfolded protein.

In ESBL, residues involved directly in catalysis
and/or substrate binding31,32 are particularly well
suited to monitor the relative spatial arrangement
and conformational integrity of the two protein
domains (Figure 1). In the a domain, the Og atom of
S70 is activated for nucleophilic attack on the lactam
carbonyl group to yield an acyl enzyme intermedi-
ate, and E166 participates as a general base in the
subsequent deacylation step. The role of K73 is in
facilitating the protonation of the lactam leaving
group in acylation and of the Og leaving group in
deacylation. This is most likely achieved through
electrostatic effects on other active site residues, like
S130, and by the transfer of a proton to E166 via a
fixed water molecule. N132 and N170 contribute to
substrate binding by making two hydrogen bonds
to the carbonyl amide group on lactam C10.

On the other hand, several aCb-domain residues
participate in the catalytic mechanism. Main-chain
atoms of A237 establish two hydrogen bonds to C6
and C7 lactam substituents and, along with the
three hydrogen bonds joining R244 and T235 to the
carboxylate at C2, ensure that the substrate covers
the Ser70 Og with the target carbonyl group placed
properly on the enzyme oxyanion hole. There,
nitrogen atoms from A237 and S70 polarize the
carbon–oxygen bond involved in the formation of
the tetrahedral intermediate. In addition, K234
makes a contribution to the active site hydrogen



Figure 3. Pairs of residues that contact each other in the
native structure of ESBL. Units are residue number.
Residues separated by four or more positions in sequence
are considered a pair if they make contact through atoms
separated by less than 4.5 Å. Colors indicate how many
atom–atom contacts each pair of residues establishes. Red
bars indicate the segment of sequence removed in each
truncated variant.
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bond network and, along with S130 and T235, fixes
the substrate, through lacta N4 and the carboxylate
group at C3, in the right position for catalysis.

Furthermore, the precise three-dimensional regis-
ter of active site residues depends on the integrity of
several elements of secondary and tertiary structure
from both domains: (a) S70 and K73 monitor a-helix
71–83, the central, buried ”master column” of the
a-domain; (b) K234, T235, A237, and R244 survey the
central, five-stranded b-sheet in the aCb domain; (c)
E166 and N170 report on the conformation of the U
loop; and (d) S130 and N132 sense the loop
connecting helices 120–128 and 132–140.

The entangled nature of the active site and the
number and the intricacy of its geometric con-
straints indicate that the conformational integrity of
most of the two domains is required to sustain
catalysis, and that ESBL can be enzymically active
only if folded in a native-like fashion. Further
evidence confirms that catalytic activity can be
used to monitor the native fold of ESBL as a whole:
(a) spectroscopic, hydrodynamic, and chemical
modification experiments demonstrated that the
ESBL domains do not unfold independently during
urea-induced unfolding experiments at equilibrium
(J.S. et al., unpublished results); and (b) isolated
recombinant ESBL fragments corresponding to the
a and aCb domains have a strong tendency to
aggregate when refolded from urea solutions and
are enzymically inactive (V.A.R. & M.R.E., unpub-
lished results).
We considered how to distinguish true enzymic

activity from uncatalyzed hydrolysis or from the
reaction with isolated nucleophiles. Fortunately, an
enlightening guide to enzymic activity thresholds
could be found in previous works.3,33 At micro-
molar concentrations, compared with uncatalyzed
reactions, typical enzymes increase reaction rates by
2–17 orders of magnitude.
In good agreement with previous reports,34 we

determined that the uncatalyzed first-order rate
for benzyl penicillin (BP) hydrolysis in buffer A
(100 mM sodium phosphate, (pH 7.0 at 25 8C)) is
2.6!10K7 sK1. Also, we found that the rate in the
presence of lysozyme or bovine serum albumin
(BSA) is similar to that in buffer alone (Table 2).
These two proteins are large and diverse enough to
represent typical protein surfaces.
We did not use active site mutants of ESBL as

negative controls of enzymic activity because
mutants lacking “essential” catalytic residue may
still perform catalysis through alternative mechan-
isms and surrogate groups.35,36 For instance, an S70A
Figure 4. Far-UV and near-UV
spectra. The variants were refolded
by dialysis against buffer A before
analysis (see Methods).



Table 2. Reference values for b-lactamase activity

Reagent Rate (MK1 sK1) Typical velocitya (MK1 sK1) Ratiob

Hydroxidec 1.5!10K1 3.1!10K10 5.8!10K1

Reaction bufferd – 5.2!10K10 1.0!100

Lysozymee 2.2!10K1 4.4!10K10 8.5!10K1

BSAe 1.5!10K1 3.0!10K10 5.7!10K1

ESBL(Cya2)
e 4.4!10K1 8.8!10K10 1.7!100

cp154\162 6.8!101 1.4!10K7 2.6!102

Wild-type ESBL 1.8!107 3.6!10K2 6.9!107

S70A SAGBLf 2.0!102 4.3!10K7 8.4!102

Wild-type SAGBLf 2.8!106 5.6!10K3 1.1!107

a Calculated as vZ[Reagent][BP]k, where [Reagent]Z1!10K6 M, [BP]Z2!10K3 M and k is the second-order rate; or, for reaction
buffer, as vZ[BP]k, where k is the apparent first-order rate.

b Quotient of reactive group velocities and reaction buffer velocity.
c In water, at 30 8C.34
d This work.
e Calculated by measuring hydrolysis rate as a function of protein concentration.
f Streptomyces albus G b-lactamase.38
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variant of ESBL, which lacks the nucleophile that
form the intermediate acyl-enzyme complex, showed
an increased rate of substrate hydrolysis compared
with the reaction in buffer alone.37 Similarly, S70A
Streptomyces albusGb-lactamase exhibited substantial
activity (Table 2).38 Instead of active site mutants, we
assayed ESBL(Cya)2, a variant of ESBL with sulfonic
acid at positions 126 and 265, which is intended to be
permanently unfolded (J.S. et al., unpublished
results). As expected, BP hydrolysis in the presence
of ESBL(Cya)2 showed no Michaelian behavior and
yielded a linear plot up to 2 mM substrate (Figure 5).
From the slope of the plot, an apparent second-order
rate constant of 0.44 MK1 sK1 was calculated
(Table 2).

Since the rates of BP hydrolysis by ESBL(Cya)2,
lysozyme, and BSA are similar, it can be concluded
safely that the rate of uncatalyzed hydrolysis, either
by solvent or by protein residues in unspecific
arrays, is not greater than 0.44 MK1 sK1. On the
other extreme, we found that kcat/Km for wild-type
ESBL is 1.8!107 MK1 sK1. These values set a
Figure 5. Examples of reaction rate against substrate
concentration curves. The three circularly permuted and
truncated ESBL variants with the lowest kcat/Km values are
shown (see Table 1) along with ESBL(Cya)2, the unfolded
negative control for enzymic catalysis (see the text).
natural scale for BP hydrolysis spanning eight
orders of magnitude.

Lastly, the catalytic parameters for all the
abridged b-lactamases were determined from
Michaelis–Menten curves (Table 1; Figure 5). To
judge the results properly, the following consider-
ations should be taken into account. (a) Reported
kcat/Km values are lower limits because most of the
lactamase preparations contain significant amounts
of inactive protein. (b) Although only results for BP
hydrolysis are shown, specific activity toward BP
and nitrocefin (NC) was comparable. (c) Cross-
contamination between ESBL variants was avoided
by using new chromatographic matrix and buffers
in each purification. (d) A dummy chromatography
of a control homogenate of cells expressing an
unrelated protein demonstrated that no enzymi-
cally active contaminants co-purify with ESBL (not
shown). (e) The rate of BP hydrolysis by a raw
control bacterial homogenate was similar to that
promoted by buffer A alone (not shown).

Considering both the activity of existing enzymes
and the activity scale established above, it seems
reasonable to assume that true lactamase-catalyzed
reactions will have second-order rates at least two
ordersofmagnitudelarger thanthosefromthecontrol
proteins. By this criterion, we found that all the
truncated variants prepared for this work display
genuine enzymic activity (Figure 6). Since the
observed enzymic activity is unlikely to be the result
of a novel ESBL fold induced by the truncations, and
giventherelationshipbetweencatalyticefficiencyand
tertiary structure discussed above, wemust conclude
that all the preparations of truncated ESBL variants
contain,toagreaterorlesserextent,moleculeswiththe
essential features of the ESBL native fold.
Discussion

The ESBL folding code is robust

Most of the circularly permuted and abridged
ESBL variants prepared for this work exhibit



Figure 6. Catalytic activity. The dotted line is the
assumed threshold for genuine enzymic activity (see the
text and Tables 1 and 2).
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conformational heterogeneity, a pronounced ten-
dency to form aggregates, and low refolding yield,
but all of them retain the ability to fold into a native-
like, enzymically active conformation. Since these
variants lack segments of sequence, significant
amount of specific tertiary contacts, and wild-type
backbone extremes, this implies a conformational
code that is robust against elimination of infor-
mation, changes in chain connectivity, and altera-
tion in the relative location of information units.
Moreover, since the applied deletion scheme
perturbs the entire network of long-range, native
contacts, it follows that the instructions for ESBL
structure cannot be in the form of a unique pattern
of essential interactions distributed along the
sequence. Likewise, since atom–atom contacts are
a consequence of the type of residue at each
sequence position, the three-dimensional specificity
must be conveyed independently of any particular
detail of the sequence.

It would not be possible to reach the above
conclusions from residue substitution experiments
or evolutionary variability analysis alone because:
(a) mutations modify but do not eliminate the
conformational information at a given sequence
position; (b) sequence positions that are highly
tolerant to amino acid substitution still may carry
significant non-local conformational information;
(c) invariant or highly conserved residues may be
non-essential for the global conformation and
reflect only local structural constraints; and (d) the
combinatory nature of compensating mutations
precludes an exhaustive experimental exploration
of all possible sequences related to the same fold.

The observed robustness of ESBL folding code
imposes restrictions on the arrangement of confor-
mational information over the length of the
sequence. If robustness were achieved by redun-
dancy, there would be sets of complete folding
instructions stored in different sites along the chain.
However, using Radar,39 we found no internal
homology in ESBL and, thus, the existence of
redundant blocks of information in it seems
unlikely.
A more parsimonious way to explain ESBL

robustness is modular construction. In the hier-
archic model of folding,40 the structure determi-
nants are local in sequence, long-range contacts
only consolidate pre-existing local structure, and
non-local, three-dimensional specificity results
from the binding of independently ordered mod-
ules. By definition, hierarchic models are tolerant to
segmental deletion, because the associated confor-
mational disruption can be circumscribed to par-
ticular modules without precluding the folding and
assembly of the others.
The robustness of ESBL code is more difficult to

justify by assuming models of folding that propose
the growth of tertiary structure by concerted
consolidation of secondary and tertiary interactions
from a nucleation site.41 Segment deletion elimin-
ates simultaneously hundred of long-range con-
tacts, including those established by main chain
atoms (Figure 3). If the folding of ESBL were a
process dependent on the specific and concerted
formation of a significant number of tertiary
contacts, the deletion scheme would have identified
several variants incapable of folding. Yet, formally,
the possibility exists that multiple alternative routes
for folding may allow these mutants to compensate
for the loss of any particular set of tertiary contacts.
This, however, would be possible only if ESBL
contained a large number of potential nucleation
sites.
To our best knowledge, the results hereby

reported for ESBL constitute the first verification
over an entire sequence of the robustness of the
folding code. Since ESBL is representative of
medium-sized and relatively complex protein
architecture, it remains to be seen if the folding
code is also robust in small, single-domain proteins
with a simpler design. Nevertheless, the fact that
diverse abridged proteins showing native-like
folding could be produced suggests that ESBL is
not an exception.15–24 Admittedly, there are many
reports of folding impairment as a consequence of
circular permutation, deletions, and even point
mutations. From systematic circular permutation,
Iwakura et al.42 have concluded that DHFR contains
ten sequential elements essential for folding, which
is seemingly at odds with the picture that emerges
from the experiments with ESBL. However, as
discussed above, to ponder on the evidence, it is
important to separate conceptually the sequence
changes that may cause instability, aggregation,
affect kinetics, or otherwise reduce the yield of
native structure, from those that may eliminate
altogether the possibility of native fold.43 If what
is under examination is the specificity of folding,
then negative results should be considered incon-
clusive unless the possibility of native-like folding,
even at trace levels, is explicitly discarded. Failure
to do so may still allow learning about the structural
determinants of folding stability and efficiency, but
will not clarify the logic of the folding code.
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Concerning this, we believe that many of the
studies reporting folding incapacity have not been
properly designed to detect the presence of small
quantities of natively folded molecules among a
large excess of misfolded products.

A revealing example further highlights the need to
distinguish between fold specificity and stability. The
1–103 fragment of the 149-residue protein staphylo-
coccal nuclease appears unstructured by NMR
analysis. However, if stabilized by mutations V66L
and G88V, this fragment adopts a stable tertiary
structure that is a close variation of theOB-fold found
in the X-ray structure of the parent protein.44 Thus, it
cannot be assumed that the fragment is unable to fold
in the absence of the 46 C-terminal residues.

The modular design of protein structure

The ability of the permutation–truncation
approach to switch off elements of tertiary structure
is perhaps its most interesting feature. Circularly
permuted, truncated proteins can be considered as
designed folding intermediates, in which specific
elements of tertiary structure are unfolded by
elimination of sequence. In this regard, as probes
for folding reach residue resolution and more
detailed analysis are performed, the hidden multi-
state nature of protein molecules becomes more
apparent. The picture that emerges from equili-
brium studies by NMR spectroscopy in conjunction
with hydrogen exchange shows elements of native
structure whose transient unfolding does not
depend on global unfolding.45,46 Thus, our results
and the latest direct structural information concur
to challenge established ideas on long-range
cooperativity of protein structure.

Switching off structural elements by sequence
deletion is also conceptually close to the compu-
tational approach to macromolecular equilibrium
advocated by Hilser and colleagues.47 Those
authors proposed that the native state is a statistical
ensemble of conformations that originate from the
existence of local unfolding transitions throughout
most of the protein molecule. Their calculations,
based on segmental unfolding, achieved remark-
able success in predicting experimental hydrogen-
exchange protection factors. From the informational
standpoint, the experiments with ESBL and the
independent evidence mentioned above support
the contention that no essential subset of tertiary
interaction encodes the native structure, and that
the native protein matrix is an intrinsically modular
construction that is determined locally.

Since its introduction,48,49 the concept of modular
protein design has been the inspiration for many
investigations. In particular, several authors have
undertaken the characterization of autonomous
folding units by a variety of approaches.50–53 By
definition, folding units are made of contiguous
residues and contain elements of secondary and
local tertiary structure. In solution, the predominant
conformation of these units would be similar to that
acquired in the native protein; but it is possible that
the mutually stabilizing association between units
may select alternative, less-well populated confor-
mations. Thus, there would be no formal contra-
diction between modular assembly and
conformational ambiguity. In agreement with this
idea, prediction methods in which structure
sampled by local sequence is approximated by the
distribution of prototype segments structures in
data banks achieved impressive success.54

In sum, the present results demonstrate that the
ESBL fold is resistant to sequence deletion to an
extent that precludes the existence of discrete
patterns of amino acid positions essential for
specifying the overall three-dimensional structure.
Thus, no particular network of inter-atomic inter-
actions is required to define the fold. This property of
ESBL is congruent with experimental evidence and
theoretical considerations suggesting that local infor-
mation andmodular organization can impartmost of
the tertiary fold specificity. If this is a property of
proteins in general, theoretical and empirical studies
on protein folding will be bolstered by a huge
reduction in the need for sequence space exploration.
Methods

General details

BP and NC were from Sigma (St. Louis, Missouri) and
Calbiochem (La Jolla, CA), respectively. Protein purity
was assessed by SDS-PAGE. CD and SECwere carried out
as described.25

Preparation of ESBL variants

Site-specific and abridged mutants of ESBL with wild-
type chain connectivity were prepared essentially as
described.25 The general strategy for circular permutation
was that applied to DHRF by Iwakura et al.42 Briefly, a
repeat of five Gly codons was ligated between two copies
of the DNA coding for ESBL, and the construction was the
template for PCR amplification of the segmentally deleted
variants. Primers included restriction sites for cloning
into pET9a (Novagen, Madison, USA). The absence of
unwanted mutations was confirmed by DNA sequencing
(IIB, UNSAM, Argentina). To prepare ESBL(Cya)2,
S126C–S265C ESBL, which has 80% of the specific activity
of wild-type ESBL and one inaccessible cysteine residue
per protein domain (J.S. et al., unpublished results), was
oxidized with performic acid,55 dialyzed against buffer A,
and freed from aggregates by filtration through 0.1 mm
pore size filters.
Escherichia coli BL21 (DE3) cells transformed with

pET9a carrying the modified ESBL genes were cultured
in Luria-Bertani medium at 37 8C to A600nmw1.0, then
induced with 1 mM IPTG (3 h), and finally harvested by
centrifugation. ESBL, S126C–S265C ESBL, and circularly
permuted 255 ESBL (cp255) were purified as described.28

The variants that accumulated with good yield in
inclusion bodies were purified as described.25 The rest,
which were soluble but unstable, conformationally
altered, or prone to aggregation, could not be purified
by conventional protocols. For these variants, we applied
the following purification procedure. First, cell homogen-
ates were subjected to a short incubation (10 min, 20 8C)
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with 5 M urea, 5 mM glycine, 25 mM phosphoric acid
(pH 3.5). We discovered serendipitously that this
treatment causes bulk precipitation of most bacterial
proteins and leaves in solution the unstably folded ESBL
variants close to purity. Second, the proteins so isolated
were subjected to ionic exchange chromatography under
denaturing conditions.25,28 In all cases, protein refolding
was done at 4 8C by dialysis against 50 mM sodium
phosphate (pH 7.0), and particulate material was
eliminated by centrifugation.

Enzyme kinetics

Substrate hydrolysis was monitored by UV absorption
at 240 nm (BP; D3Z570 MK1 cmK1) or 486 nm (NC; D3Z
20000 MK1 cmK1) with a Shimadzu UV-160A spectropho-
tometer (Shimadzu, Japan). All the assays were per-
formed at 25 8C in buffer A. Reactions were initiated by
adding 50 ml of 0.01–25 mM b-lactamase to 450 ml of
substrate (2.0 mM BP or 0.1 mM NC). Initial rates were
calculated from the change in absorbance that ensued
from the consumption of no more than 10% of the
substrate. kcat and Km were calculated by fitting the
Michaelis–Menten equation to velocities at various
concentrations of BP. Proteins unrelated to b-lactamase
(0.05–5.0 mM) were assayed. Non-enzymic hydrolysis of
BP was determined by incubating the antibiotic in buffer
A (3 days; at 25 8C in the dark). Two, three or four
independent measurements were performed for each
protein and controls.
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